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Project Abstract
In January of 1944 1st Lt. Ewart T. Sconiers, an American POW being housed at the
Stalag Luft III camp, was buried in the municipal cemetery in what today is Lubin, Poland. The
cemetery is now known as Allies Park. All above-ground indications of the cemetery were
removed during the post-war Soviet occupation of Poland, which now makes it nearly impossible
to locate individual graves. Thankfully, two aerial reconnaissance photos from 1944 clearly show
many cemetery features, including rows of graves. Several other lines of evidence provide
additional clues as to the location of Sconiers’ grave, including photos taken during Sconiers’
burial, eyewitness accounts from officers who attended the small burial ceremony, and other
civilian accounts of his grave and the cemetery. But without some way to precisely reconstruct
the layout of the cemetery, it is difficult to know exactly where to begin looking for Sconiers’
grave.
In September of 2012, geophysical surveys were conducted in Allies Park in the hopes of
finding the locations of graves and other features of the cemetery. Information gleaned from the
aerial photos and other sources suggest that Sconiers’ grave may be located in the east half of the
cemetery, and perhaps in the northeast corner. The geophysical surveys focused on three areas—
a small block at the west end of the cemetery, a large area around a catalpa tree thought to be
growing adjacent to an American’s grave, and an area in the northeast corner of the cemetery.
Possible and probable indications of graves were found in all three areas. Most importantly, the
geophysical survey instruments found clear indications of buried cemetery roads in two areas.
These buried roads allow one to more precisely anchor the 1944 aerials to today’s landscape.
Based on the results of the geophysical surveys and evidence from photographs and
archival documents, this report concludes that the most likely location for Sconiers’ grave is in
the northeast corner of the cemetery, in one of two locations: somewhere in the 4 th-9th burial
positions (coming from the north) in the first row of graves inside the easternmost cemetery road,
or somewhere in the 4th-9th burial positions in a row of graves outside the formal cemetery burial
area, between the easternmost cemetery road and the eastern cemetery perimeter fence.
This report presents the results of the geophysical surveys and provides detailed maps of
the locations of cemetery features. Suggestions regarding the placement of two excavation
trenches meant to locate Sconiers’ grave are provided.
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Allies Park, the southwest entrance. Sconiers’ suspected burial area is at the opposite end of the park.

Introduction
Locating a single unmarked grave in a cemetery full of hundreds of unmarked graves is a
tall order. When I took on the task of looking for 1st Lt. Ewart Sconiers’ grave in Allies Park, in
the town of Lubin, Poland (Figure 1), I never figured that I would actually find his grave. Even if
I did find a bunch of graves, how would I know which was his? Instead, I walked into this
project with one simple goal: locate something in Allies Park with which to definitively anchor
the very high resolution aerial photos from the 1940s to today’s landscape. You see, we have
these two excellent aerial photographs taken within one year of Sconiers’ burial and both show
the locations of hundreds of graves—more than I could ever hope to locate in my surveys.
However, the landscape within and around the cemetery has changed considerably since the
1940s. In fact, all obvious signs of Allies Park ever having been a cemetery, such as grave
markers and such, were removed during the Soviet occupation of Poland after the war. How can
we use such excellent aerial photos if we cannot even figure out how they fit on today’s
landscape? This is a common problem in my line of work, finding archaeological features and
graves that are no longer visible at the surface.
This report documents my attempt to find evidence of the cemetery that once existed in
Allies Park, and in this way begin to narrow down the search for the grave of 1st Lt. Ewart
Sconiers. First, I spend a little time discussing the details of what we think we know about his
grave and its location. These details helped determine where to search for evidence of the
cemetery and its graves while I was in Lubin. Next, I provide a few details about how the
instruments I used in the search actually work and what it is about graves and other cemetery
1
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features that are detectable with these instruments. Finally, I present the results of my survey and
show that in fact I did detect enough evidence of the former cemetery to anchor the 1940s aerials
to today’s landscape. And given certain assumptions based on the available archival evidence, I
make a case for a fairly specific location for the Sconiers grave and where future excavations to
recover his remains should be located.

Figure 1. Location of Allies Park in Lubin, Poland.

Marshaling the Historical Evidence
Archaeologists, especially this one, like to begin a survey or excavation project by
developing a sense of what it is they are looking for and where it might be located. In the case of
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Ewart Sconiers’ grave, we have at our disposal several different kinds of evidence. Ewart was
imprisoned at the Stalag Luft III POW camp in what, today, is the town of Żagań, Poland. Now,
the camp is a seemingly abandoned tract of land thick with pine trees and the occasional
clearing. Amongst the roots of the pines are the camp’s foundations—literally, foundations and
memories are just about all that remain.
While interned at the camp, Sconiers sustained an accidental head injury, reportedly from
slipping on some ice while walking about the camp. This injury worsened over time into what
became a serious condition affecting his mental status, prompting his captors to ship him out to a
nearby reserve hospital in what is today Lubin, Poland. He never did return from the hospital and
reportedly died on January 24, 1944. Several of his comrades from the prison camp were called
on to attend his burial in the POW section of the municipal cemetery in Lubin used by the
hospital (Figure 2).

Figure 2. 1930s era map of Lubin showing the location of the cemetery.
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Chief among those in attendance that day of the burial was Lt. General (Ret.) Albert
Clark (then a Lt. Col.). In his book 33 Months as a POW in Stalag Luft III, Clark recounts,
decades later, his trip to the cemetery and has this to say about the cemetery and burial:
The cemetery was a typical urban facility with an imposing iron gate and
fence, lots of ivy, neat stone monuments, and tidy gravel paths. The casket was
wheeled out on a large cart, and I was surprised that it was a very fancy
ornamental metal affair. We made a bad decision when several of us shouldered
the casket and walked off with it before we knew how far we were going. The
casket was as heavy as lead, and before long we were rotating the task among the
five of us, getting thoroughly worn out.
We were led through the cemetery to a back lot near a railroad track on
which stood a stationary line of box cars filled with young German soldiers who
were quietly watching us. A newly dug grave awaited among several others
marked by flimsy wooden crosses. We put our massive casket down, removed
from it a plain wooden one, and prepared to lower it into the grave with handheld
straps. We had placed a very plain hand-painted American flag, supplied by the
Germans, on the casket before lowering it, but failed to perform the proper ritual
of removing and folding the flag before the box was in the ground. I cringed when
a German soldier jumped down into the grave onto the flag with his muddy boots
and retrieved it. There were no honors or firing squad, and I think poor old
Sconiers is still there, probably in an unmarked grave, since Lublin [sic] was
behind the Iron Curtain [i.e., in Soviet hands] for many years. (Clark 2004:103104)
Key in evidence are four photographs taken by the Germans that are known to be
associated with the burial ceremony. These photos provide many clues about the area
surrounding Sconiers’ grave. Figure 3 shows the first two photos of the ceremony in action. I
have pointed out several important details that are of potential interest. We can see that Sconiers
is buried in a line of graves marked by wooden crosses (Point 1) located along a row, perhaps
double row, of relatively young pine trees (Point 2). If we assume that common Christian burial
practices were used in laying out these graves, then the white crosses are located at the heads of
the graves, which are to the east. A little later in this section we will see that all of the cemetery’s
graves visible in the 1944 aerial photos are aligned east-west. With this in mind then, Lt. Col.
Albert P. Clark (Point 4) is standing on the south side of the grave and is facing north. There are
at least five graves to the north of Sconiers’ grave (Point 1). Far in the background we see a line
of trees in the distance (Point 3), indicating that the ground to the east of the cemetery is
relatively flat or lower than the cemetery. There is no snow present on the ground at the time of
the burial (Point 5), and the dirt is relatively dry as there is no mud on anybody’s shoes.
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Figure 3. The first two photos of the burial of 1st Lt. Sconiers.
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Figure 4. The second two photos of the burial of 1st Lt. Sconiers.
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The second two photos (Figure 4) provide several other key points of information.
Perhaps most importantly, what looks to be the edge of the cemetery (Point 6) is indicated by a
brushy line of pine trees mixed with birch trees. Based on the height of a soldier standing nearby,
it is likely that these trees are at least twenty or thirty feet tall. Unfortunately we cannot see if the
line of pine trees runs right up to the brushy edge of the cemetery, nor can we see any signs of a
gravel cemetery road (Point 8). From the top photo in Figure 4, it would appear that Sconiers’
grave is in the very corner of the cemetery or a section of the cemetery lined on the east side with
a row of young pines and on the north side a line of thick brush consisting of pines and birches.
What looks to be a wooden coffin is being lowered into the grave in the bottom Figure 4 photo,
and the amount of backdirt surrounding the grave seems ample enough to account for a grave of
standard depth (4-5 ft). The dirt (lighter colored subsoil) is scattered about all sides of the grave
(Point 10) and it’s unlikely that all of it would have made it back into the grave, leaving the
ground surface a little lighter in color, which might be visible in aerial photos. With such a high
vault to its top, the collapse of this type of coffin (Point 9) after years of decay would certainly
cause the surface of the grave to subside, leaving a depression.
We are fortunate to have two excellent aerial photos (American military reconnaissance
photos) of the cemetery that were taken in 1944. These, too, provide many important details to
help us zero in on the location of Sconiers’ grave. The photo in Figure 5 was taken in April of
1944, just 2-3 months after the burial ceremony attended by Clark. To the east of the cemetery is
the railroad; the road to the south is still present today, as are many of the houses south of the
road. At least one cemetery entrance, flanked by trees, is evident (Point 2). The trees along the
entrance and to its east along the cemetery’s edge must be fairly tall as they cast very long
shadows (Point 1). Inside the cemetery we can see cemetery roads that seem to surround six
burial areas. Near the middle of the cemetery are two sets of paired roads (Point 3) creating two
boulevards running north-south and cutting the cemetery into thirds. It appears as if there is a
line of trees running down the middle of each boulevard. Two areas of the cemetery (Points 4
and 5) are lighter in color, suggesting that they contain recent graves—the lighter colored soil
being some of the subsoil left on the surface after the excavation and backfilling of the graves.
Since Sconiers was buried in January and by April there would hardly have been any time for
grass to grow over the areas with new graves, we would expect his burial area to be lighter in
color.
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Figure 5. April 1944 aerial photo of the Allies Park cemetery.
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Figure 6. December 1944 aerial photo of the Allies Park cemetery.
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Figure 7. Plan of the cemetery from 1944 overlaid on a recent aerial photo.

In the second aerial photo from December of 1944 (Figure 6), the ground is covered by
snow and rows of individual graves (e.g., Point 2) are visible across nearly the entire cemetery.
The northern cemetery entrance is evident (Point 3) and looks to have experienced some recent
traffic (where the cemetery roads are dark against the light colored snow). A second possible
cemetery entrance (Point 4) does not look as well used, at least not since the last snow fall. As in
the April photo, the shadows are long in the December photo, showing where the tallest trees in
the cemetery are located—in the northeast corner.
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The image in Figure 7 shows the layout of the cemetery overlaid on a recent aerial photo
of Allies Park. Here we can see that some of the old cemetery roads, Clark’s “tidy gravel paths,”
are still being used as park paths, but other cemetery paths seem to have vanished and have been
replaced by park paths following a different course. In fact, this subtle difference between the
park and cemetery paths makes it near impossible to precisely overlay the old and new aerial
photos, that is, without a little help from the results of the radar survey, as I show below.
There are several other pieces of information available about the location of Sconiers’
grave, including a rough sketch map made by Lt. Gen. (Ret) Clark of the graves’ location within
the cemetery (which is difficult to square with the known layout of the cemetery) and an account
of an American catalpa tree being planted next to his grave (there is today a standing catalpa tree
in the cemetery but two excavation units placed near it by the Joint Prisoner of War/Missing in
Action Accounting Command [JPAC] team failed to locate Sconiers’ grave, though other graves
were found). This and other information about the grave’s location is summarized in an excellent
document produced by the Defense Prisoner of War/Missing Personnel Office (DPMO 2012).
Several of the key details outlined in the DPMO document and gleaned from the aerial
and ground-based photos were used to decide where to conduct the geophysical survey:
1. Ground photos (Figures 3 and 4) show the grave near the edge of the cemetery.
Assuming Sconiers’ grave is oriented east-west with the white cross marker at the
head of the grave and to the east, then his grave must be located near the north edge
of the cemetery, and it may also be near the east end of the cemetery.
2. An aerial photo from April 1944 (Figure 5), taken just 2-3 months after he was
buried, shows two areas of active burial within the cemetery’s north half—one in the
northeast quadrant and another in the northwest quadrant. The April photo and
another from December of 1944 (Figure 6) indicate that the northeast edge of the
cemetery has some of the tallest trees in the cemetery area, which may be the same
tall trees visible in the Figure 4 (top) photo.
3. Lt. Gen. (Ret.) Albert Clark stated that he could plainly see German soldiers in a
boxcar on the railroad track near the cemetery. The northeast corner of the cemetery
would have been the closest point in the cemetery to the railroad tracks where one
could look from the cemetery toward the tracks and see into a box car—when
standing in the southern part of the cemetery one would be looking over the train cars
11
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(J. Burks, personal observation while conducting work in the cemetery, Sept. 2012).
4. Not in the DPMO document, but information provided by a local college professor
and town historian Mr. Stanislaw Tokarczuk, is the fact that the location of the grave
was readily visible from the second story of the Kierschner house, located near the
southeast corner of the cemetery (see Figures 5 and 6).

With these details in mind, the 2012 geophysical surveys in Allies Park focused on two
areas in the search for Sconiers’ grave and evidence of the municipal cemetery’s layout—the
area around the extant catalpa tree and the lighter colored area (presumably recent graves) from
the April 1944 aerial photo in the northeast corner of the cemetery.
Before presenting the results of the geophysical surveys, I first briefly consider how the
instruments work and what it is about graves that the instruments can detect.

Notes on Geophysical Survey Instruments
Geophysical survey instruments are commonly used around the world by archaeologists
to find things below ground. Most things of archaeological interest are no more than a few feet
below the surface. At these depths, the instruments detect archaeological features and graves by
measuring subtle changes caused by differences in the soil, including for example changes in its
electrical conductivity, electrical resistance, and magnetism (e.g., Bevan 1998; Clark 2000;
Gaffney and Gater 2003; Heimmer and DeVore 1995). Each instrument is designed to measure a
different property of the ground, and some of these properties, like magnetism and electrical
resistance, are almost totally independent of one another. This means that when looking for
buried things that are subtle and difficult to detect, like graves, it is worth using multiple
instruments because it is difficult to predict which will work the best.
Three geophysical instruments were used in the Allies Park survey: a groundpenetrating radar, a magnetometer, and an electrical resistance meter (Figure 8).
Geophysical surveys are typically conducted by using the instruments to take numerous readings
along parallel lines (a.k.a. transects) in a rectilinear block (a.k.a. block). Data points are recorded
at timed intervals, or based on distance, as the instruments are moved along the transects in each
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Figure 8. Images of the surveying instruments used in the Allies Park survey.

block. While one can learn things from a single line of radar data, for example, it is always better
to survey as big an area as possible and to collect high-density data, especially when looking for
graves or other small features.
The data collected by each instrument was transferred to a computer where special
software was used to process it and make a map of the survey results. In these maps the data
values are assigned a range of colors related to their strength. In areas with little change in the
readings, the colors are all similar—think of these areas as the typical background signature of
the site. Areas in the data with unusual values that differ from the background are referred to as
anomalies. Of course, the real challenge is knowing which anomalies are important and which
are caused by tree roots, animal burrows, and other things not significant to the goals of the
project.

Magnetometers
Magnetometers detect subtle changes in the earth’s magnetic field caused by the
magnetic properties of things close to the instrument (Figure 9). They can detect the presence of
magnetic objects (like iron objects) and subtle changes in the soil, especially if these soil changes
involve the local accumulation or removal of topsoil. While objects in the ground like smaller
nails are quite magnetic, they are usually too far away from the instrument to be detected during
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Figure 9. An illustration of magnetic fields on an archaeology site—red and blue lines are the magnetic
fields of objects and features; white lines represent the earth’s magnetic field.

a survey. However, most iron objects larger than the average nail and located in the first couple
inches of soil are detected. Steel garbage cans, sign posts, and park benches with iron hardware
are also typically quite magnetic.
A Geoscan Research FM256 fluxgate gradiometer was used for the magnetic survey in
Allies Park (pictured in Figures 8 and 9). Eight readings were collected per meter along transects
spaced 50 cm apart. The machine was run in a grid north-south direction, which is perpendicular
to the long axis of the graves. This provides the best chance of detecting each grave.
In general, the magnetometer can detect down into the ground about three feet, unless
there is something exceptionally magnetic in the area—which could be detected even deeper.
Buried features like wells, cisterns, privies, burned areas or buildings, and some kinds of
14
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foundations can be detected with magnetometers. Graves can also be detected, and usually it is
the soil within the grave shaft that the magnetometer detects. If the area surveyed has lots of
other magnetic things on or near the surface, like iron or steel fences, this can make it difficult or
impossible to detect subtle graves. Figure 12 shows an example of some data from a cemetery in
central Ohio in which the magnetometer detected graves. The magnetic anomalies are long and
narrow and some, but not all, are associated with headstones. We might expect similar long,
narrow anomalies to be detected in Allies Park if the graves are magnetically different than their
surroundings.
Ground-Penetrating Radar
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) works by moving a radar antenna along the ground as it
transmits thousands of pulses of radar energy per second (Figure 10). As these waves of energy
travel into the ground and bump into things, especially those things with distinctly different
electrical properties, some of the energy is reflected back to the surface and received by the
antenna (Conyers 2004; Witten 2006). The instrument records how strong the reflections are and
how long it took the energy to travel away from and back to the antenna. This radar travel time
can be used to calculate the depth of a detected object or feature.
Many things below ground can cause strong and weak radar reflections, including tree
roots, pipes, larger rocks/bedrock, distinct layers, foundations, shaft-type features (e.g., graves,
wells, cisterns, and privies), and disturbances to the natural soil layers. Radar energy can also
penetrate asphalt, concrete, and gravel. In fact, concrete and asphalt are excellent materials on
which to survey because they are very good at allowing the radar energy to pass into the ground.
Other materials, especially clayey, moist soils, tend to absorb radar energy and do not allow it to
pass. At the extreme, radar energy cannot penetrate metals, so metal pipes and other large metal
objects are easily detected, but they can obscure things below them. Ultimately, the depth of the
radar signal penetration, and the depth to which objects can be detected, depends on the
frequency of the antenna being used and the conductivity of the ground. Higher frequency
antennas (e.g., 1000 MHz) can detect very small things but only at shallow depths, while lower
frequency antennas (e.g., 50 MHz) can penetrate into the ground much deeper but can only
detect larger things. The frequency of the antenna, however, can be irrelevant if the ground is
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Figure 10. Creating a radargram (or profile) of the ground from radar reflections.

so conductive that all of the radar energy is absorbed before it can make its way back to the
surface.
In Allies Park, a Sensors and Software Noggin Plus 500 MHz system was used to
conduct the radar survey (Figure 8, 10). Twenty traces were collected per meter in a north-south
direction (essentially, a “reading” [a.k.a. trace] taken every 5 cm) along transects spaced 25 cm
apart. This is a very time consuming process, and I took the time to collect such high-density
data in the hopes that it might make the graves appear more obvious in the results, even if they
are subtle. Each radar trace is like a tiny profile of the ground. When all of these tiny profiles, or
traces, are put together side by side along their collection transect they form a radargram (Figure
12). These radargrams are the nuts and bolts of a radar survey; they show the locations and
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shapes of the radar reflections. However, it can be very hard to interpret what has been found
based on the radargrams alone.
Radargrams can be turned into three-dimensional blocks of data by stacking them up
side-by-side and having the computer software fill in the gaps by estimating what should be in
between the radargrams. The block of data can then be “sliced” horizontally and looked at from
the top rather than the side—giving the effect of being able to excavate down through the data,
and the site, one layer at a time (Figure 11). These horizontal data slices are called “time slices”
or “amplitude slices” and they show a horizontal map of the radar reflection strength at a desired
depth (see Figure 12 for an example). Graves should appear in the slice images as small
anomalies, about 2x7 ft, that occur in rows. In some cases the graves are obvious in the radar
data, and in others they are more subtle, as with the Figure 12 example. Sometimes, even when
graves are detected, they do not show up well in the time slice maps; therefore, it is important to
closely inspect all of the radargrams for the telltale signs of a grave.

Figure 11. Using radar profiles to make a horizontal plan map, or slice, of the radar reflections.

Electrical Resistance
Electrical resistance meters are, in principle, fairly simple instruments that measure how
well electricity can flow through the ground. Metal electrodes, attached to a battery and a
voltmeter, are stuck into the ground and they cause electrical current to flow into and through the
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ground below them, from one electrode to another. As these electrodes are moved around during
a survey, areas with more moisture will produce lower readings and areas with less moisture will
produce higher readings. Moisture levels can be affected by soil compaction, soil grain size, and
the presence of large dense objects, such as stone foundations. The presence of ions in the soil,
like salts, tends to improve the movement of current through the ground, decreasing resistance.
A Geoscan Research RM 15 (advanced) electrical resistance meter was used in Allies
Park (Figure 8). Its four electrodes were arranged in a twin-electrode array and the mobile
electrodes, those used to take the readings, were spaced 50 cm apart. At this spacing the
instrument measures down into the ground about 50-75 cm using alternating current. The
readings were collected every 50 cm along transects spaced one meter apart. This is not a very
high data density, but collecting resistance data at a higher density would have meant less time
for running the radar. Since I saved the resistance survey for the end of my field work, I already
knew that the radar had detected graves and other cemetery features, so I merely tried out the
resistance meter to see how well it might work and if it might detect other things not found in the
radar data.
Resistance meters are useful for detecting broad, subtle changes in soil. For example,
they can detect localized areas of differing soil texture or compaction, like that created when a
grave is dug and backfilled. The resistance survey results from a cemetery in central Ohio shown
in Figure 12 clearly indicate the locations of one or more graves (indicated by the white arrows).
Of course, I had to collect the data at 4 readings per meter along transects spaced just 25 cm
apart to get such a clear picture and I simply did not have enough time in Allies Park to collect
such high density resistance data.

Graves and What We Can Detect
Graves are notoriously difficult to detect with geophysical survey instruments. In some
cemeteries we can detect every single grave while in others the graves are totally invisible to the
instruments. Most of this difference in detectability has to do with the different types of soils
found in cemeteries, like sandy soils versus clayey soils. Some soils are better for grave detection
than others (Bevan 1991; King et al. 1993; Scott and Hunter 2004). Of course, what’s in the
grave also makes a big difference—concrete vaults are quite easy to detect with nearly every
type of survey instrument and in any soil type.
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Figure 12. Examples of geophysical survey data over graves in the United States (Ohio), (top left)
ground-penetrating radar radargram, or profile of 19th century graves, (lower left) a radar amplitude slice
map of a 19th century cemetery survey showing many subtle graves, (top right) electrical resistance survey
results showing one or more graves (white arrows), and (lower right) magnetic data over graves in a 19th
century cemetery.
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Each of the instruments we have at our disposal for detecting graves, from
magnetometers to electrical resistance meters and ground-penetrating radar units, work by
identifying contrasting geophysical properties in the ground. What’s inside the grave shaft must
be different than the surrounding soil if the grave is to be detected. In particular, these machines
seem pretty good at detecting differences in soil moisture levels, varying amounts of different
materials in the soil and sediment layers (especially the presence of sand, gravel, and clay), and
the presence of disturbed ground. In addition to being able to detect graves by the soil that was
used to fill them in, we can also sometimes locate unmarked graves by finding things that were
associated with them but are now invisible at the surface, like the foundations of headstones and
footstones, or the remains of objects placed at the graveside.
A variety of properties of the graves themselves can make them stand out from the
background soil in a geophysical survey, including most importantly: the grave shaft and its fill
(Bevan 1991), the presence of a burial vault, and the type of coffin used and its condition at the
time of survey (Conyers 2006) (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Graphical examples of graves and their components.
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Grave Shaft and Fill
Perhaps the most important aspect of older graves for successful detection during
geophysical surveys is the grave shaft and its fill (Bevan 1991). Grave shafts are oval to
rectangular holes excavated two to six feet into the ground. Their horizontal extent varies widely
and is dependent on the size of the individual buried and the use of a coffin and/or a burial vault.
Larger grave shafts, such as those of adult burials, are more likely to be detected by geophysical
instruments than those of smaller, adolescent burials. In general, adult graves should be about 57 feet long and 1.5-2.5 feet wide.
Along with grave size, the type of soil within which the grave shaft is excavated is also
important for detection with geophysical survey devices. The sediments in grave shafts are
detectable because their properties are significantly different (i.e., they are disturbed) than the
surrounding, intact soils. However, a grave shaft dug into soil without distinctive layers will on
average be less detectable than one dug into a well developed soil (one with numerous,
distinctive layers). In the extreme, a hole dug into sand and then backfilled with the same sand
will be much more difficult to detect (if not impossible) than a hole dug into a soil with multiple
layers and then backfilled with the jumbled up soil. Because the soil properties (porosity,
compactness, etc.) of grave shaft fill differ from their surroundings, grave shafts also tend to hold
and drain moisture differently than their surroundings. Interruptions or disturbances of soil
layers, which are common to all graves, can sometimes be detected by geophysical instruments,
especially ground-penetrating radar (Conyers 2006). If the grave shaft is holding more moisture
or is better drained than the surrounding soils, this too can create conditions detectable with
ground-penetrating radar but an electrical resistance meter might also detect it. If the grave shaft
is backfilled with soil that differs from what was originally removed from it, or more (different)
soil is brought in to fill the top of a subsided grave, then a magnetometer will probably detect the
grave.

Presence of a Burial Vault
Nearly all modern graves in the United States involve placing a coffin in a subsurface
burial vault—this practice is also used in many other parts of the world. Today, these vaults are
made from reinforced concrete or fiberglass, for example. Older graves sometimes contain vaults
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made from brick. Whatever the material, vaults will certainly impact the soil moisture levels
present in the grave, making them detectable with most instrument types. Reinforced concrete
vaults and brick vaults are easily detected during magnetic surveys. Ground-penetrating radar
units can probably detect just about any kind of vault, especially if it has not filled up with soil.
During times of the year when the soil is moist, an electrical resistance meter should be able to
detect vaults.

Type of Coffin Used
Finally, coffin type may also affect a grave’s detectability during a geophysical survey.
Most wooden coffins cannot be detected, and in older cemeteries many wooden coffins have
collapsed and rotted away. However, it is possible that intact wooden coffins, if they still contain
an air pocket, will be detected by ground-penetrating radar. With only one exception, coffins and
coffin hardware are generally not detectable during magnetic surveys because of the small size of
the magnetic components of the coffin (mostly the coffin hardware) and the depth of burial,
which is usually beyond the range of detection for magnetometers. One type of coffin, on the
other hand, is easily detected by magnetometers—cast iron coffins/caskets. The first patent for a
cast iron coffin in the U.S. was issued in 1848 and not long thereafter (1850s) iron coffins were
used in cemeteries across the United States, though in small numbers (Crane, Breed, and Co.
1858). Large cast iron objects, be they coffins, stoves, or pipes, are highly magnetic and should
be detectable with magnetometers even when buried at five to six feet below the surface.
Because iron coffins are so magnetic, their magnetic signatures will likely be larger than the
actual size of the coffin or grave shaft. The ground-penetrating radar can detect metallic coffins
of any type and may even be able to detect coffin hardware if it is large enough (nails are not
likely large enough to detect with radar)—assuming the radar signal can penetrate deep enough
to reach the coffin, which is not always the case.
In sum, three main aspects of modern graves determine their detectability in geophysical
surveys: the grave shaft and the soils within and around it, the presence of burial vaults, and the
type of coffin used and whether or not it is still intact. It is pretty unlikely that any of the
instruments will detect the individual at the bottom of the grave, especially given that in most
cases a skeleton is all that remains. In fact, the radar is the only instrument that can penetrate
deep enough into the ground, and with sufficient data point density, to even reach the depth
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necessary to detect the human occupants of graves (certain resistance meters can detect down
many feet in the ground, but their resolution drops off with depth). But even if the radar can
penetrate deep enough, bones and dirt tend to look fairly similar to the radar. The presence of
trees within the geophysical survey area in a cemetery can complicate the survey results,
especially with radar surveys, because the tree roots are readily detected and they are usually
located close to the surface—thus obscuring or at least complicating the deeper geophysical
signatures of the graves.

Results of the Geophysical Surveys in Allies Park, Lubin
The geophysical survey in Allies Park took place from September 17th through the 20th
and focused on three areas: (1) Catalpa Area, (2) Northeast Area, and (3) West Area (Figure 14).
The radar survey covered the largest amount of space, including all three areas. The
magnetometer was used in the Catalpa Area and most of the Northeast Area. Finally, a small
portion of the Northeast Area was investigated with the resistance meter.
The field work began by setting up a survey grid using fiberglass 50-meter tape
measures to set in wooden stakes spaced at 20-meter intervals (Figure 15). Before finishing up in
the field, we (Stephen Marks and I) also made a map of all of the above-ground features located
within or near to the survey area, including park paths, garbage cans, signs, trees, and bushes. It
is important to know the locations of such features, especially trees, when attempting to interpret
the geophysical survey results.
At the end of the field work all of the wooden stakes were pounded down flat with the
surface and large iron nails were placed at some of the grid corners (see Figure 15). The nails
were put in place so that future projects in the park can re-establish the same grid as that used for
the geophysical survey—the nails should be easy to locate using a metal detector and 30-50
meter tape measures.
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Figure 14. Location of the survey areas within Allies Park.
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Figure 15. Map of the survey area showing the locations of above ground features and the site datums.

Ground-Penetrating Radar Survey Results
I began the survey work with the ground-penetrating radar. Since the radar produces the
highest density of data and is often the best at detecting graves, I wanted to make sure that there
would be sufficient time to cover a lot of space with the radar. Though I had originally only
intended to survey in the east end of the park, a story of an accidental encounter with a coffin in
the west end of the park inspired a small survey block in that area (Figure 14). I had heard that
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the installation of a telecommunications line at the west end of the park had encountered intact
coffins, so this seemed like a good test case for determining if the radar could detect intact graves
(i.e., the coffin is still intact) in the park.
Figure 16 shows a series of radar amplitude slice maps from the West Area. In the upper
left is the shallowest slice and in the lower right is the deepest slice. Red areas are strong radar
reflections and blue areas are weak reflections. There clearly are a lot of strong radar reflectors in
this West Area block. Most distinctive is the band of strong readings running across the top of
the block in every slice—this is a buried cemetery road. Coming in from the left (west) side of
the block are numerous linear features, which are primarily tree roots from the large trees that
line the park walkway to the west of the block.
By about the 55-56 cm below surface slice, a row of grave-sized linear features emerges
in the radar data. In Figure 17 I show an interpretive map of these results. The small red
rectangles are probable graves and the blue rectangle is a possible grave. In this case I have
picked out the strong reflections as the graves, but it is possible that the grave shafts have cut
through a strongly reflective layer (e.g., a gravel layer) and the graves are in fact located in the
spaces in between the strong reflections. Some additional testing/excavation would be needed to
determine which is the case here (a similar situation presents itself below in the Northeast Area).
Running perpendicular to the graves are indistinct, but discernible linear features (indicated by
the blue dotted lines running roughly north-south in Figure 17) that I think may be intact soil in
between the rows of graves. A utility line trench is located just to the right of the detected row of
graves. If this utility trench encountered graves, it is not obvious in the radar survey results as no
graves are evident in the radar data along the utility trench. Of course, I do not know if this is the
telecommunications line that encountered intact coffins or if it is some other utility line.
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Figure 16. Radar amplitude slice series showing the radar results in the West Area.
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Figure 17. Interpretive map of the West Area radar survey results.

The results of the radar survey in the West Area are very encouraging, if somewhat
subtle, and suggest that graves should be detectable in the east side of the cemetery, as well. In
fact, the survey results from the east end of the park were even more promising. There I focused
on collecting radar data in the area of the catalpa tree and in the northeast corner of the park.
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Figure 18 is a radar amplitude slice map from just below the surface (2-12 cmbs). Usually,
graves do not appear in slice maps until the deeper levels, but at least ten are visible in this
shallow slice from a 20x20 meter block located to the west of the catalpa tree (this is within the
south central burial area—one of the six formal burial areas in the cemetery [see Figure 7]). This
area of the park contains several shallow surface depressions indicating, at the surface, the
locations of graves in which the coffins have collapsed and the soil in the grave shaft has
subsided. It is likely that moisture collecting in these depressions has caused the distinctive radar
signatures in Figure 18. While none of these graves is likely that of Sconiers, these initial results
from the east end of the park show us that at least some of the graves in the radar data line up
with the graves visible in the December 1944 aerial photo. However, this is not enough evidence
to firmly anchor the 1944 aerial photos to the survey grid and today’s landscape. But, a slightly
deeper slice gives us just the evidence we need to tie those aerial photos to the geophysical
survey grid.
Figure 19 is a radar amplitude slice map from 22-32 cm below surface. Tree roots are
quite evident at this depth, emanating out from the tree locations indicated on the map (the small
black circles). In several areas there is the slightest hint of north-south lineations in the data that
are related to the rows of graves in the area between E490 and E500 and perhaps E530 and E540.
But the most distinctive anomalies in this slice map are the radar signatures of what I think are
two buried sections of cemetery road—one at about E505 and the other in the extreme northeast
corner of the surveyed area. These two linear features match up quite nicely with the locations of
cemetery roads in the 1944 aerial photos. Importantly, it is these two road features in the radar
data that allow us to finally and reliably line up the 1944 aerial photos with today’s landscape
and the geophysical survey grid. Though not graves, these buried cemetery roads are perhaps the
most critical find in the whole project. The road in the northeast corner is important in particular
because it shows us exactly where the northeast corner of the cemetery is located, and with this
we can identify the exact location of the easternmost row of graves. If Sconiers’ grave is in the
first row of graves, just inside (west of) this road, we now know exactly where this is located on
today’ ground surface.
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Figure 18. A very shallow radar amplitude slice map showing graves well to the west of the catalpa tree
(black arrows in the enlarged area point to graves).
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Figure 19. A slightly deeper radar amplitude slice map showing the locations of two buried sections of
old cemetery road.

In addition to the buried cemetery road, the radar appears to have also detected individual
graves in the northeast corner. Figure 20 is one of the deepest radar slices (at 62-72 cmbs)
containing meaningful radar reflections (the radar did not penetrate much deeper than this).
Many of the graves in the first row west of the cemetery road appear in this deep slice. Why
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these graves show up while others in this or other areas are not evident at this depth is not
known, but it may have something to do with differences in the soil—the soil in the Northeast
Area is more conducive to detecting graves with the radar. Signs of other rows to the west of the
first row are also visible, though individual graves become harder to see in the radar data as we
move west and south. In Figure 20 small black arrows point to those strong reflections that are
likely graves in the first row. However, it may be that the strong reflections are the intact soils in
between the graves—in other words, the graves are located in the blank spots between the strong
reflections. To determine which is the case will require some excavation. Gray arrows across the
top of the Northeast Area data in Figure 20 indicate the approximate locations of rows.
The map in Figure 21 shows an interpretation of the radar survey results overlaid on the
site map. The buried cemetery roads are shown in blue, the detected individual graves are small
red areas (Catalpa Area) or thick lines (Northeast Area), and the approximate edges of detected
rows of graves are indicated by the long, thin red lines running grid north-south. Obviously there
are many more graves present in the survey area than were detected by the instruments. And,
thanks to finding the cemetery roads and being able to anchor the 1944 aerial photos to today’s
ground surface, we can identify the location of any grave visible on the 1944 aerial photos to
within about 1-3 meters of its actual location on the ground—at least on the east end of the
cemetery.
Of note, it appears that the radar may have detected some possible graves to the east of
the easternmost cemetery road—the green possible graves around E560, N560 in Figure 21. Tree
roots and other vegetation in this area clutter the radar data, making it difficult to be sure these
are graves, but they are the correct size and have a similar orientation as the other graves to the
west of the nearby cemetery road. As I note in the Summary section below, this area to the east
of the easternmost cemetery road is another possible location for Sconiers’ grave.
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Figure 20. Deep radar amplitude slice map showing the possible locations of individual graves (black
arrows) in the first row of graves at the east end of the cemetery.
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Figure 21. Map showing interpretive results from the radar survey.

Magnetometer Survey Results
I was uncertain if the magnetometer would be able to detect graves in Allies Park but
thought it worth a try since we had it on hand and it is relatively quick to operate. The results of
the magnetic survey are presented in Figure 22. Black areas are stronger magnetic readings and
white areas are weaker. The small black/white anomalies found all over the survey area are iron
objects of one sort or another. Other larger magnetic anomalies include a sign post located at
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about N502, E513, which produced a strong positive anomaly with a small negative center.
Besides locating numerous iron objects, which do not seem to be lined up in rows and thus may
not be related to any graves, the magnetometer did detect the buried cemetery road located west
of the catalpa tree (indicated by the blue lines in Figure 22). This suggests that the road may have
some magnetic gravel or other magnetic material within it, and it further suggests that other
cemetery roads might also be detectable with a magnetometer.
There is one area in the magnetic data where it appears that at least some graves were
detected. The enlarged area of magnetic data shown in the inset map in Figure 22 appears to be a
row of very subtle, grave-sized magnetic anomalies located north of the catalpa tree. To make
these possible graves more evident, the image contrast on the magnetic data had to be turned up
very high. In some cases the graves have a slightly negative magnetic signature and in others the
graves are more positive. It could be that these magnetic anomalies probably associated with
graves are being created by soil brought in to fill in subsided graves. Unfortunately, this appears
to be the only area in the magnetic data where graves were possibly detected.

Electrical Resistance Survey Results
On the last day of survey work, just before packing everything up for shipping back to
the U.S., I decided to run the resistance meter in the Northeast Area. This is the area that
produced some of the best radar results but the magnetometer did not detect anything here except
for small iron objects.
Figure 23 shows the results of the electrical resistance survey. Remember, the resistance
meter is in effect detecting changes in soil moisture or the concentrations of materials in the soil
that are good (or bad) at conducting electricity. With the settings I used, the instrument was only
detecting down about 1.5-2 ft below surface—which is a common setting used for detecting
graves. Some of the larger high resistance areas (the darker areas in the data) are associated with
the large birch trees located in this area. These may be areas of dry soil where the trees have
extracted most of the soil moisture. Other areas of high resistance readings (e.g., at N560, E550)
could be associated with a row of graves.
The red arrows in Figure 23 are pointing at what appear to be the very faint indications of
two rows of graves. These match the locations of possible rows in the radar data and seem to
match the rows of graves visible in the December 1944 aerial photo. Based on these encouraging
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Figure 22. Magnetometer survey results (red arrows in the enlarged area indicate possible graves).
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Figure 23. Results of the electrical resistance survey in the Northeast Area.

results, I suspect that a larger resistance survey with more readings per meter (I collected 2
readings per meter along transects spaced 1 meter apart) might have detected some of the
individual graves. That said, the radar probably detected more evidence of graves than even a
high-density resistance survey would have been able to detect. So, my survey time was better
spent on collecting high-density radar data than on collecting more resistance data.

Summary and Recommendations for Future Archaeological Investigations
The September, 2012 geophysical survey in Allies Park focused on three areas, the West
Area, the Catalpa Tree Area, and the Northeast Area. The West Area was used to test out the
radar on an area that reportedly contains intact coffins, as exposed in a utility line trench. While
the graves are indistinct in the West Area radar data, there is no mistaking the grave-sized radar
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anomalies and linear features that line up very nicely with the graves in this area on the 1944
aerial photos.
The survey work in the Catalpa Tree Area had very mixed results. We know from the
JPAC 2011 excavations near the catalpa tree that there are in fact graves in this area. However,
very few geophysical indications of graves were detected in the area of the catalpa tree. Perhaps
this has something to do with the age and nature of the graves in this area? The JPAC
excavations only found the slightest indications of coffins in the graves they uncovered,
suggesting that perhaps the graves in this area of the cemetery are older (i.e., pre-1940s)—or at
least old enough for the coffins to have already thoroughly decayed. That said, the rate of coffin
decay may be highly variable across the cemetery, depending on soil moisture levels, soil
mineralogy/pH, and the type of wood used to make the coffins.
The western portion of the Catalpa Tree Area did produce one very important feature: a
buried cemetery road. Locating this road several inches below the surface tells us that portions of
the cemetery could be slightly buried under a few inches of fill. This buried road, plus another in
the Northeast Area, allows us to more accurately anchor the 1944 aerial photos to the
geophysical survey grid and today’s landscape, making it possible to more precisely locate (i.e.,
on today’s surface) features from the 1944 aerial photos using the geophysical survey grid.
All three instruments were used in the Northeast Area. The magnetometer did not detect
anything obviously related to the cemetery in this area. The resistance meter may have detected
the faint edges of grave rows. But the radar results from the Northeast Area are much more
interesting. A large portion of a buried cemetery road was found in the northeast corner of the
survey area. This road runs around the northeast corner of the active burial area visible on the
1944 aerial photos. The first row of graves to the west of the road is also visible in the radar data,
as are some other graves.
The radar survey was carried over into the area east of the cemetery road, as well—east
of E560. There are a number of large birch trees in this area of the park and their large roots were
detected by the radar, appearing in the data to look like graves. However, once the radar
penetrated below the roots, possible grave-sized anomalies were present in this area outside the
cemetery road (the small green grave symbols in Figure 21). Based on the 1944 aerial photos,
this would be outside the cemetery’s active burial area. However, this area of the aerial photos is
quite fuzzy and appears to contain trees, making it difficult to identify potential grave locations
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in this area of the photos. In other words, it is possible that there are graves located between the
cemetery roads and the outer cemetery boundary fence.
At this point it is worth recapping what it is that we know from archival and anecdotal
information about the location of 1st Lt. Sconiers’ grave. If we assume that Sconiers’ grave is
oriented similar to the hundreds of other graves present in the cemetery, with its long access
running east-west and the head of the grave to the east, then we can build up some expectations
of where the grave should/could be located based on the photographic and archival record.
First, we know from the on-the-ground photos taken during Sconiers’ burial that his
grave must be just south of a line of heavy brush with tall trees. From the 1944 aerial photos we
know that the northeast side of the cemetery is lined with some of the tallest trees. This suggests
that his grave is near the northeast border of the cemetery. We also know there is a line of pine
trees at the head of his grave. Unfortunately, we do not know if there were north-south lines of
pine trees within the burial areas in the cemetery, as none are clearly visible in the aerial photos
(or at least the copies of the aerial photos that appear in this report—more detail may be present
on the original negatives). This suggests that this line of pine trees was planted as a visual
barrier, likely at the edge of the cemetery. The tall trees to the north and the pine tree barrier to
the east strongly suggest that Sconiers’ grave is located in the northeast corner of the cemetery.
But where exactly is the question. We know that there are only 6-9 graves located to the north of
his in one of the ground-based photos, therefore his grave cannot be too far south of the
cemetery’s north edge. However, what is not visible in any of the ground photos is a cemetery
road. This suggests two possibilities for the location of his grave:
(1) Sconiers’ grave is located in the first row of graves to the west of the easternmost
cemetery road (in the northeast corner of the cemetery), the one detected by the radar.
There is enough room (about 10 ft) between the first row of graves and the road for a
line or two of small pine trees. Caveats: Pine trees would have quickly outgrown this
space, which suggests that it is unlikely that a row of pine trees existed between the
first row of graves and the cemetery road. Furthermore, no obvious trees are visible in
this space between the first row of graves and the road on the 1944 aerial photos
(though it is not certain if they would be visible in these photos).
(2) Sconiers’ grave is located to the east of the easternmost cemetery road, outside the
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area in which all of the other graves are visible in the 1944 aerial photos—this is the
area of the small green grave symbols in Figures 24 and 25. In the aerial photos there
is plenty of room between the road and the eastern edge of the cemetery (which is the
edge of a road running along top of the railroad embankment) for a single or double
row of pine trees and one or more north-south rows of graves. The ground photos
show Sconiers’ grave to be right against the pine trees, suggesting he is in the
easternmost row. Caveats: while the April 1944 aerial photo does show evidence of
new graves in the northeast corner of the cemetery, inside the areas surrounded by
cemetery roads, it is unclear if there is any ground disturbance outside the cemetery
roads, between the roads and the outer cemetery boundary fence. The radar data from
the area east of the road is suggestive of graves, but large tree roots make it hard to be
certain that there are in fact graves in this area.
With these two possibilities in mind, my best suggestion on where to look for Sconiers’
grave in Allies Park is in the extreme northeast corner of the park (Figure 26). Since we cannot
be certain which of the two options above is the best, I recommend excavations in two 3x8 meter
trenches. Trenching should begin in Test Area 1. There are definite graves in this area, confirmed
in the radar data and the 1944 aerial photos. The proposed Test Area 1 trench is positioned so as
to intersect what would be about the 5th-9th graves in this row (counting from the north end of the
row).
The second proposed trench location, in Test Area 2, should be positioned to the east of
the cemetery road. We do not know for a fact that there are graves in this location since the 1944
aerial photos are fuzzy in this area. It might be advisable to start at the north end of this trench
and work just half way down it to the south (4 meters), initially. If no graves show up in this
initial four meters, then there likely will not be any in the next four meters to the south.
Unfortunately, we do not know exactly where (east-west) a row(s) of graves might be located
between the cemetery road and the outside edge of the cemetery (i.e., would they be close to the
road or closer to the fence), but we do know that if scenario two above is correct, there must
have been enough room between the graves and the outside edge of the cemetery for a row or
two of pine trees, meaning the graves should be closer to the Test Area 2 location than to the
outside edge of the cemetery. If Sconiers’ grave is not located in the Test Area 2 trench as
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positioned in Figure 26, but graves are present in this trench, then his grave could be located
another 2-4 meters to the east but not likely any closer to the cemetery’s edge. While 3x8 meter
trenches seem large, I think it is important to excavate some larger areas to ensure the success of
the project. Trenches of this size can be managed by 2-3 trained archaeologists over the course of
a week. Of course, such trenches will be highly disruptive of the ground and may require that
some small bushes be removed from the northeasternmost corner of the cemetery, but this is a
very out-of-the-way part of the park and these excavations should not inhibit park use or damage
any ornamental plantings.
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Figure 24. The geophysical interpretations on the April 1944 aerial photo.
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Figure 25. The geophysical interpretations on the December 1944 aerial photo.
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Figure 26. Interpretation map with a 2-meter grid overlay and suggested trenching locales.
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Appendix A: April 1944 aerial photo with overlay of 2012 geophysics grid (2-meter).
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Appendix B: December 1944 aerial photo with overlay of 2012 geophysics grid (2-meter).
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